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"Xinalani is one of the 7 most spectacular places to practice yoga in the world" 
- Yoga Journal Magazine 

February 5, 2015 

Hello, my yoga friends! 

Congratulations on your investment of good health and great fun! I’m thrilled to have you 
join me on this yoga adventure as we rejuvenate our bodies, minds and spirits. Be prepared 
to be embraced by the extraordinary beauty of Xinalani. We’ll practice yoga with views of 
the ocean and jungle – all open air settings - and be lulled to sleep by the sound of the 
ocean. 

 
We are 80 days away from having a spectacular vacation! I’ve tried to anticipate all your 
questions and have provided important information in this welcome packet. Please be sure 
to read the first 7 pages. I’ve put the important information upfront – and then additional 
information towards the back of the packet. 

 
Our yoga retreat, Yoga in Paradise with Suzanne Morgan, will focus on incorporating the 
wisdom and beauty of nature to lead us to better health, prosperity and peace of mind. I 
have some special yoga classes and meditations lined up – including a few fun surprises. 

Thank you for choosing me to be your guide. 

Namaste, 
Suzanne Morgan 



About Xinalani 
 

Xinalani is pronounced shee-nah-lah-nee 
 
Held at the luxurious Xinalani Retreat Center located on the south shore of Banderas Bay, 
near Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, Xinalani is built on the unspoiled jungle with a beautiful, 
pristine beach. It’s only accessible by boat, so be prepared to get your feet wet as you step 
out of the boat and onto this secluded, private resort. 

 
We’ve made travel super easy. We will meet at the Puerto Vallarta airport and will have a 
private shuttle take us directly to the dock and then take a private boat ride to Xinalani. The 
resort is 12 miles south of Puerto Vallarta Airport, so as long as your flight arrives by 4 pm, 
you’ll be able to spend each night at Xinalani. 

 
Important for us yogis, this resort is eco-chic – meaning that it combines luxury with the 
most thoughtful care for the environment. 

 

For more information on Xinalani, go to: http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/ 

Main page on my website: http://suzannemorganyoga.com/retreats/ 

Slideshow: http://suzannemorganyoga.com/retreats/xinalani-mexico-retreat-photos/ 
 

What you need from me: 
 

My cell number so that you can contact me regarding flight delays, etc. 703-626-8349 

Checks should be made payable to: Suzanne Morgan 

My home address: 2100 N. Potomac Street, Arlington, VA 22205 

I will be arriving at Xinalani two days earlier than the start of our retreat – on Thursday, 

April 23. I will depart with you on Saturday, May 2. 

Checklist of what you need to do now! 
 

Be sure that you have a passport. If not, go to your local post office and get that now! 

Please make sure I have the following: 

o Your cell number. This is important so that if there are any flight delays, we have a 

way of connecting. 

o Your flight information. I have this for most of you. If you haven’t yet sent me your 

flight arrival/departure times, please do so. I need to give this to Xinalani. 

o Full contact information – your mailing address, your best email address. I have 
this for many of you. 

o Your 50% deposit is due now. Final payment - due to me no later than March 

23, 2015. Please make checks payable to: Suzanne Morgan and mail to my home 

address: 2100 N. Potomac Street, Arlington, VA 22205. I can accept credit cards in 

some situations, but this costs me money – so you may be required to pay a credit 

card processing fee. 

o Let me know if you have any food allergies. 

http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/
http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/
http://suzannemorganyoga.com/retreats/
http://suzannemorganyoga.com/retreats/xinalani-mexico-retreat-photos/


What’s included 
 

7 nights (8 days) of accommodation at the gorgeous Xinalani Retreat Center 
3 gourmet meals a day, plus snacks available all day  
Safe, purified water at 7 stations throughout the resort  
Early morning coffee/tea before meditation 
2 special evening social events: 

 bonfire on the beach 
 salsa dancing 

Group meditation each morning 
5 morning yoga classes 
6 early evening meditations or short yoga classes or workshop 
Classes take advantage of this unique, eco-friendly location and incorporate yoga 
into the elements of nature 
Hasta mudras for health & healing (my specialty) 
Restorative yoga 
Yoga Nidra 
Pranayama (breathing practices)  
Taxes! (big bonus here) 

  Boat transfer to Xinalani – you’ll pay a nominal taxi fee to get to the dock – but the rest is 
included.  

 
Not included 

 
Airfare to and from the retreat 
Daily excursions, spa treatments – lots of info below in this packet 
Alcoholic drinks 
Hotel gratuities – more on this in the FAQ to give you a suggested estimate 

 
 
Cancellation Policy  
All monies received from participants are non-refundable. No credit is available if 
the client cancels or if the client does not show up, arrives late or leaves early for any 
reason.  Please understand that I have to commit to paying the rooms in advance. All 
monies go to paying Xinalani the full amount of our reservations prior to our retreat. 



What to bring to Xinalani 

Important 
Passport 
Sweaters & warm clothes (it gets chilly at night and in the morning of the winter 
months) 

Flash lights, head lights, book lights: the lighting in the rooms and all over the resort 
is quite dim (we use only low consumption 1 Watt LED bulbs) 

A refillable water bottle: we have 5 free fresh water places on property (water is 
purified and safe) 

A refillable coffee tumbler: the coffee is down at the restaurant and it's a long way 
up the stairs to the yoga room 
bathing suit, sunglasses 
comfortable yoga clothes 
Beach clothes & flip flops (or any amphibian shoes) 
Sneakers to go hiking or trail running 
Cash: Dollars and/or Visa, Discover or MasterCard. You can bring Pesos if you like, 
however it is not necessary. Xinalani can exchange some monies for you – but 
everything at the resort can be paid in dollars or by credit card. DO NOT bring 
AMEX. It is not accepted at the resort. 
Alarm Clock to get up for your morning yoga practice 
Smiles, good intentions, will to get fit (there are many, many stairs on the property 
as we're built on a steep terrain) 

 

Optional 
 

Favorite yoga mat (although we have enough on property, there’s nothing better 
than one’s own mat) 
A notebook if you feel inspired 
A white outfit for the Friday night dinner on the beach 
Books to read 
Music, IPods 
Sunscreen and mosquitoes repellent (they sell eco-friendly products on property) 
Binoculars (to watch whales from your terrace) 
Cameras, cell phones (we have full coverage), IPads, they all work here 
Small or medium sized backpack to lug your stuff around – or beach bag 

 
 

What not to bring - IMPORTANT 
 

Yoga props (we have plenty of blankets, blocks, straps, meditation cushions) 
Laptop computers with work because you come to Xinalani to unplug (although we 
do have Wi-Fi in common areas and in Eco-chic Suites) 



American Express card (they don’t take it) 
Stress and bad vibes (don’t worry, they will melt down the moment you step into 
the boat) 

Hairdryers: as our electrical circuits are not designed to withhold high intensity 
electric devices. 

Soap and shampoo, we provide guests with plenty of high quality biodegradable 
products that we recommend using, as we recycle water for irrigation. 
Towels: we will provide you with shower and beach towels 

 
 

 

Getting to Xinalani 
 
How do I get there? 
Xinalani Retreat Center is located 12 miles from the Puerto Vallarta Airport in Mexico. 
We’ve made traveling to the resort very easy for you. You will be picked up at the airport. 
Make sure your flight arrives by 4:30 pm; otherwise you may need to spend the night 
in Puerto Vallarta at your own expense. Flight times should be no earlier than 10 am on 
day of departure. 

 
Xinalani arranges a personalized transfer service from the airport to the resort. The service 
includes: Transfer by taxi or van from the airport to the pier at Marina Vallarta or Boca de 
Tomatlán, transfer by boat from the pier to Xinalani and return to the airport at the end of 
the retreat. 

 
Our flights will be arriving at different times, but you will be collected by the experienced 
guides who will take us in a private shuttle to the dock. At the airport, the guide will have 
your flight information and your name on a sign. The guide will carry your luggage and 
transport you directly from the airport to the dock by van or taxi. 

 
At the dock, we’ll take a private boat to the resort. The resort is only accessible by boat (no 
cars!) so be prepared to get your feet wet as you step off the boat and onto paradise. Your 
bags will be transferred to your room. 

 
It takes about 45 minutes from the airport to arrive at Xinalani – although you might have a 
slight delay at the dock. There is a restaurant at the dock where you can get something to 
eat or drink. 

 
The transfer cost to and from the airport is $100 per person. You pay me, Suzanne Morgan, 
directly for the transfer costs. Some of you have already paid this in your total fee. I will 
connect with you about this. You DO NOT pay any fees to the guides or drivers. 

 
IMPORTANT: This $100 transportation fee ($100 includes both ways - arrival and 
departure) is not an optional fee. I am required to collect this upfront. Xinalani has told me 
that sometimes participants try to find a cheaper way to get to the facilities and end up 



getting lost, missing time, having to spend the night in Puerto Vallarta, etc. This is the most 
efficient, reliable way to get there. Xinalani and I take no responsibility if you opt for other 
transportation. Please don’t do that. 

 
Our Group 

 
There are about 22 sleeping rooms at Xinalani. My group has 11 of the rooms, with an 
expected number of 15 participants. Since our group is small, I’ll have plenty of time with 
each of you to help you enhance your yoga and meditation practice. I am committed to 
honoring your various abilities and needs as best I can. 

 
There is another yoga group sharing our space at the resort that week. I will work with 
them to organize use of the yoga facilities and any special needs we may have. 

 
Sample Daily Schedule** 

 
6 – 7 am – morning tea/coffee on your own or with a friend* 
7 – 7:20 am – group meditation in nature* 
7:20 – 8:30 am – flow yoga or mini yoga workshop* 
8:30 to 10:30 am – breakfast 
free time! 
12:30 – 2:30 pm – lunch overlooking ocean 
free time! Relax on the beach, go hiking, get a spa treatment, go on an excursion or 
and adventure (such as whale watching, swimming with dolphins, zip lining and 
more!) 
6 to 7 pm – relaxing yoga class, dharma talk and/or meditation* 
7-9:30 – dinner plus fun! (one night - salsa dancing; one night - bonfire on the 
beach) 

 
*Be as active or relaxed as you’d like. All classes, meditations and social gatherings are 
optional. This is your retreat! You decide what’s right for you. 

 
** Please note that these are estimated times at present. You will be given a final schedule 
upon arrival. 

 
Meal Times 

 
Here are the estimated times for meals. I may request changes to this schedule based on the 
needs of our group. You can show up for the meals with or without our group anytime 
during the designated meal times. 

 
Breakfast – 8:30-10:30 am (buffet style) 
Lunch – 12:30 – 2:30 pm (buffet style) 
Dinner – 7 – 9:30 pm (plated) 



 

When You Arrive  &  Check-in/Check-out times 
When you arrive, you’ll be guided to check-in. Your room will be ready by 4 pm on the day 
of arrival. Check out is no later than 11 am on departure. 

 
If you arrive earlier than 4 pm, your bags may be put briefly into storage and you’ll have 
the opportunity to explore the resort, gaze at the ocean and meet new friends. I will find 
you. 

 
I will be at Xinalani two days prior to the start of the retreat. I’ll arrange for a relaxing, easy 
yoga practice and short meditation the evening of your arrival (exact time to be determined 
– but probably around 6 pm). If you arrive later than our first practice, please do not worry. 
Please don’t rush. Relax. 

 
I’ll hold an orientation/introduction for the group during or after dinner – or during our 6 
pm practice – depending on when everyone arrives. You can ask questions directed to me 
or the group (for instance, you might want to see if others are interested in joining together 
for an excursion – like swimming with dolphins). 

 
 

Yoga Facilities 
 
Xinalani has 4 dedicated yoga spaces equipped with all props (blocks, straps, blankets, 
cushions and mats) and a sound system. 

 
Jungle Studio 
Our flagship yoga studio is a magnificent palm-thatched roofed temple built on top of the 
hill amidst the jungle, with dramatic views of the sea. It is all made out of wood and blends 
with the trees. Square shaped (60 ft x 36 ft - total area: 2,160 sq ft), it holds up to 54 yogis 
practicing yoga. The four corners are open-air but there is 52 feet of linear wall that is 
suitable for supporting students practicing inversions (head stands, arm balances, etc). You 
will enjoy the organic footing of its wooden floor covered with bamboo boards. 

 
The studio is fully equipped with sticky mats, belts, meditation cushions, traditional 
Mexican blankets, and hand-crafted wooden blocks. Although the top-notch high fidelity 
sound system is there for all those who need it, most love to let their practice flow to the 
rhythm of the Jungle and Ocean sounds that surround the studio. 

 

 
Greenhouse 

This spectacular yoga space is a big rectangle: the large side is facing the ocean. Mirrors 
designed for Bikram Yoga practice create an amazing feeling of space and allow ocean and 
jungle vistas from all positions. The Greenhouse is enclosed and naturally warm, perfectly 
suited for the practice of all styles of yoga, including hot yoga. 



It is equipped with 10 electrical heaters for extra-sweaty classes. Yet, it has large openings 
on each side to create a cross breeze and the floor-standing fans are useful for non heated 
sessions. The walls are not suited for inversion practice as they will not support studentís 
weight. The floor is concrete covered with parquet. The studio is fully equipped with a high 
fidelity sound system, sticky mats, belts, cushions, blankets, and blocks. 

 
Sand Terrace 
Our wide sand terrace on the beach offers a delightful alternative for ocean devotee yogis. 
Practices there are naturally orchestrated by the flow of the waves. Keep your dristi on the 
pelicans flying by or the humpback whales sometimes splashing only a hundred yards 
away. 

 
Meditation Cabin 

This beautiful half roofed platform nested in the lush jungle was specially designed to host 
individuals and groups in the practice of quiet meditation. A recent extension makes it the 
perfect venue for a cozy yoga class for up to 8 people. You’ll be impressed by the amazing 
view of the bay. The walls of the Meditation Cabin are not suited to support arm balances 
workshop. 590 sqft - Up to 20 yogis 



Other Questions You May Have 
 
Are there any requirements for attending this workshop? I’m new to yoga and am 
concerned I won’t fit in. 
All are welcome. I am skilled at teaching other yoga teachers at the same time as teaching 
the novice yogi. I welcome diversity in all ways. The only factor to consider is that the 
retreat center is built on steep terrain and has a lot of stairs. For most people, even those 
not in the best of health, this shouldn’t be an issue. But please consult with me first if you 
have any problems walking. 

 
My arrival flight lands at 7:30 pm, can I still make the last boat? 
We request that our guests select an arrival flight that lands no later than 4:30 pm, it makes 
things much easier for the boat transfer. Our last boat service leaves at 6:30 pm from a little 
fisherman town called Boca de Tomatlán at 45 min south of Puerto Vallarta Airport (PVR). 
Traveling by boat at night is not allowed for safety reasons. For that matter, if you cannot  
be at the pier at 6:30pm we recommend you spend the night in Puerto Vallarta and catch  
an early boat in the morning. 

 
My departure flight leaves at 7:00 am, How can I be at the airport at 5:00 am? 
We do recommend our guests to select a departure flight that takes off no earlier than 
10:00 am, it makes things much easier for the boat transfer. Our first boat service leaves at 
8:00 am from Xinalani. Traveling by boat at night is not allowed for safety reasons. For that 
matter, if you have to be at the airport very early in the morning, we recommend you spend 
the night in mainland Puerto Vallarta and catch an early taxi to the airport in the morning. 

 
 
The open-air sleeping rooms sound really great, but what about bugs? I get bitten 
alive by mosquitoes. 
Bugs and mosquitoes are not a problem during the time of year of our retreat. In March, it’s 
the dry season. The rainy season attracts more mosquitoes. In addition, every bed has silky 
mosquito net to give you a sense of softly cocooning and more reassurance as you sleep. 
Xinalani sells eco-friendly bug spray at the resort (plus other supplies such as sunscreen), 
but you shouldn’t need it. 

 
And by the way, the beds are of luxurious quality with pillow-top mattresses. You’ll sleep 
well. 

 
 
Is there Wi-Fi? 
Yes. No additional cost is required. Wi-Fi is available from the reception/lounge area, the 
dining patio, the beach, the sundeck, and from most Eco-Chic suites. We give our best effort 
to provide constant quality Wi-Fi service, although signal may be spotty at times 

 
Xinalani is located in a remote jungle area with no road access, hence no land 
telecommunications. For that matter, we had to build a complex VoIP gateway from our 

http://maps.google.com.mx/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&amp;hl=es&amp;msa=0&amp;msid=108165669820116868028.000478a9be9edfac72e1a&amp;z=11
http://maps.google.com.mx/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&amp;hl=es&amp;msa=0&amp;msid=108165669820116868028.000478a9be9edfac72e1a&amp;z=11
http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/eco-chic-suite.html


office downtown to send the phone and internet signal to the resort. This technology is 
quite new and it's sometimes unstable, hence not 100% efficient. Don't expect to have the 
same Wi-Fi service reliability as if you were at your office. 

 
Of course, every guest has different needs or responsibilities, but if there's no emergency, 
we try to encourage our guests to remain unplugged; it helps with detox and to enjoy a 
deeper retreat and a greater sense of wellness through your retreat. 

 
Is there cellular phone service? 
We do have decent cell phone coverage from major Mexican operators. Guests reported 
that both AT&T and Verizon work all right. 

 
 
Can I charge my laptop or phone in my room? 
Yes! There are two outlets in each room to recharge your electronics. We only ask that you 
do NOT bring a hairdryer, which is taxing on this eco-friendly resort. Also, there is no need 
to bring soap or shampoo. Again, Xinalani support the local environment by only putting 
eco-friendly soaps and shampoo into the water. These are high-end products and they will 
give you a liberal supply. If you must bring your own products, please make sure they are 
earth-friendly. 

 
How do I arrange for some of the special excursions, like whale watching, zip lining 
and swimming with dolphins? 
As we get closer to our retreat dates, I will help you coordinate all of these things plus spa 
treatments. I want you to have the time of your life! 

 
What about the beach? 
All of the rooms in our block are beachfront including the Deluxe Rooms and the resort is 
beachfront and private. The water is safe and swimmable. There is plenty of gorgeous 
sandy beach for relaxing. 

 
What will the weather be like? 
Beautiful! Our retreat coincides with the end of the peak season in Mexico. Last year in 
April, the weather in Puerto Vallarta was a high of 80 and low of 60 degrees. Perfect! 

 
I like to have a glass of wine (or two) at dinner. Does Xinalani provide alcoholic 
beverages? 
Yes, there are many wines to choose from as well as fabulous cocktails made with fresh 
ingredients. Alcoholic beverages are an extra cost that can be billed to your room. Cocktails 
run about $7.50, wine around $9, and beer $3. What’s really great is that we can enjoy 
paradise in style with smoothies ($5), drinking coconut milk straight from the coconut ($3) 
and get your coffee fix early in the morning or throughout the day (cappuccino, espresso, 
etc.). Yay! Your foodie needs will be taken care of, I promise. 



Can we take a boat back to town and go shopping? 
Yes, there are frequent water taxis that can bring you to Puerto Vallarta, or you can charter 
the Xinalani panga to take you to town and pick you up when you’re done shopping and 
sight-seeing. We can arrange a day or afternoon trip to Puerto Vallarta for shopping and 
stuff. The boat costs $20 US per person round trip min 4 people. It will drop you off at Playa 
de los Muertos pier in downtown Puerto Vallarta, and will collect you when you're done to 
bring you back to the resort. 

 
Is the beach swimmable? Is it safe to swim? 
Yes the beach is swimmable and safe most of the time. During the winter, from November 
to March, we're exposed to North Swells that give us great waves, perfect for surfing. Those 
waves can be intimidating to some swimmers. The water is clean and beautiful. 

 
Is the Ocean warm enough to swim? 

The water is warm enough all year long: low 70s in the winter and mid-80s in the summer. 

 
Is the beach sandy or rocky? 

We are very fortunate at Xinalani because we have immediate access to two wonderful 

beaches. The one in front of the resort has both sand and great inspiring animal-shaped 

rocks. It also has private natural coves. The other beach on the left-hand side when facing 

the ocean is pure sand. That beach gets a very nice surf break in the winter season from 

November to April, surfers enjoy that beach a lot. 

 
Are there long chairs and umbrellas on the beach? 

Yes, Xinalani has a nice beach club with long chairs, and umbrellas. Ask our waiters for the 

Bar Menu, and enjoy our special cocktails (hmmm margarita!), while relaxing. 

 
Do you have a swimming pool or a hot tub? 

No, we don't have a swimming pool nor a hot tub, just the second biggest swimming pool in 

North America: The Bay of Banderas. If you're feeling like a sweat, we can offer you a rustic 

steam bath in our temazcal. 

 
What kind of Money should we bring? 
We accept either US Dollars or Mexican Pesos (MXN) in cash. You can exchange money at 
Xinalani but there are no ATMs on property or nearby. We also accept VISA, MasterCard 
and Discover but NOT American Express. 

 
 
What about safety in Mexico? Is it safe to go to Xinalani? 
Though Americans have been advised in recent years to travel to Mexico with caution, the 
Puerto Vallarta area hasn't been affected by crime. Violence is located in other regions of 
Mexico far away from Puerto Vallarta.  Also, there are no roads to Xinalani! Xinalani 
is accessible only by water, making the resort peaceful, secluded, and a real pain in the butt 

http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/rustic-steam-baths.html
http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/rustic-steam-baths.html
http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/temazcal.html


for a criminal to get to. We want our guests to feel completely secure, that is why, although 
our area is completely safe and has record low crime rates that most American cities envy, 
we offer a fully escorted shuttle service from the airport to the resort. Read more about 
safety in Xinalani here. 

 
 
If we want to leave a tip, how does that work? 
Tipping is customary in Mexico. You may leave gratuities at check-out and the management 
will distribute them to the staff evenly. Min recommended $15 US per day and per guest. 

 
Do sleeping rooms have privacy? 

All the accommodations we offer are open air, however, due to talented architecture, our 

suites give guests a great sense of privacy. The sound of the Ocean and the Jungle cover 

conversations. 

 
What rooms have a view to the Ocean? 

Although the Eco-Chic Suites have a broader and nicer view, all rooms in Xinalani have a 

view to the Ocean. 

 
Do rooms have windows or are they totally open to the elements? 

One of our guests recently wrote that Xinalani’s suites have three walls and one window 

open to the universe. We left the window facing the ocean open so our guests can gently 

blend with the elements and enjoy this natural wonder. All the accommodations we offer 

are open air, which means you need to be open to the occasional visit of a harmless wild 

animal (no worries, coatis are very friendly). 

 
Is there electricity in the rooms? 

Yes, all rooms have very low consumption LED bulbs that give a nice dim ambar lighting at 

night time, there’s also a reading area. Should you wish to read in your bed at night, please 

bring a book light or a head light. 

 
There are two 110 V outlets in each room to plug cameras, cell phones and battery 
chargers. Xinalani does not allow the use of hair dryers or other high intensity electric 
devices that could damage the electric installation. 

 
Do rooms all have their own bathroom? 
Yes, all rooms have their own private bathroom. 

 
Is there hot water in the rooms? 
Yes. 

http://www.yogaretreatsinmexico.com/2011/03/why-visiting-xinalani-yoga-retreat-in.html
http://www.yogaretreatsinmexico.com/2011/03/why-visiting-xinalani-yoga-retreat-in.html


Accommodations 
 

 

 

 
All the accommodations are beachfront, spacious, palm-thatched cabins floating on stilts. 
They were designed with refined elegance and built and furnished by local artisans. Their 
cozy interiors inspire feelings of calm and serenity. You will enjoy the closeness of the 
natural elements, the stimulation of the open-air private showers and the stunning views of 
the Pacific Ocean from your terrace. All our rooms have private bathrooms, open showers 
and hot water. The suites are classified into 3 categories depending on their size, location 
and view. 



Eco-Chic Suites 
Eco-Chic Suites are our higher end rooms. They are characterized by a spectacular ocean 
view, and a unique zen-chic setting. They are equipped either with one king size bed, or 
two double beds. All Eco-Chic suites are 525 sq ft. They have a private terrace, a hammock, 
a sitting area, a private bathroom and a closet. They have luxurious amenities, and amazing 
settings, their privileged location on the property gives them the best view. All beds have 
pillow top mattress, and gorgeous mosquito netting. All rooms have an electronic safe 
deposit box. 

 

 

 

 
 

Petite Suite 
Petite Suites are 350sq ft. and equipped with two double beds with pillow top mattresses, 
luxury linen and a beautiful silk mosquito netting, a private terrace with an Ocean and 
Jungle view, a hammock, a sitting area, a complete private bathroom and a closet. 

 

 



Deluxe Rooms 
260 sq ft rooms with either 2 single beds or 1 double bed. Open air shower. Sitting desk. 
Beautiful view. Great for single travelers, two friends, or budget-savvy couples. 

 

 

 



Healthy Cuisine 
 

 

 

What is the food like? 
Xinalani offers healthy gourmet meals that you will find unique and delicious! Three meals 
a day are included in your cost of attendance. Xinalani meals favor traditional Mexican 
recipes that are updated for the health conscious. Our meals will include fresh fish, seafood 
and on occasion chicken. No red meat is allowed on the premises. If you have a food allergy 
(like I do!) or require a special diet, Xinalani can accommodate. Please give me advanced 
notice – at least 2 weeks prior to our trip – to allow the retreat to prepare. 

 
See a sample menu from Xinalani here: http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/files/31- 
Xinalani_Restaurant_SampleMenu.pdf 

 

Sounds great, doesn’t it? 
 
Xinalani offers a cooking class that would be fun for us to do together in small groups, so 
you might like to add that to your itinerary. 

http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/files/31-Xinalani_Restaurant_SampleMenu.pdf
http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/files/31-Xinalani_Restaurant_SampleMenu.pdf


TOURS & ECO EXCURSIONS 
 

 

 
What adventures and excursions are available in our down time? 
You’ll have plenty of time during the retreat to be as lazy or active as you like. For those 
that need more rest, relax on the private, pristine beach and soak up the sun. For those who 
are more active, the opportunities abound. 

 
We can make advanced reservations to: 

Swim with the dolphins (about $95 per person) (You can bet I’ll be doing that!) 
Take a guided hike in the rain forest to a perfect waterfall (about $30 per person) 
Zip-line between the tree tops with professional guides (about $70 per person) 
Go whale watching in the Bay of Banderas (about $80 per person) 
Take a day trip to the local fisherman village of Yelapa with horseback riding, 
snorkeling, shopping for local handcrafted souvenirs and lunch at a traditional 
restaurant (about $80 per person) 

 
For those of you who love water sports, you won’t be disappointed: 

Kayaks, snorkeling and boogie-boarding equipment are complimentary at Xinalani 
Stand-up paddle boards can be rented for a nominal fee 
Take a scuba diving trip (about $105 per person) 
Rent a surf board and/or get a surfing lesson 

 
 
 

To make a reservation for an excursion before your arrival, please email 
reservations@xinalaniretreat.com 

mailto:reservations@xinalaniretreat.com


INTO THE WILD 
Challenging Jungle Hike + Pristine Waterfall 
Explore the wilderness trekking through the pristine sierra behind Xinalani. Follow our 
guide as he "machetes" his way into the deep rain forest and leads you to a pristine 
waterfall. Enjoy the unique contact with local fauna and flora, away from tourists. It's a 
steep hike that requires solid walking shoes, light sports clothes, a bottle of water and some 
bug repellent. 

 
Price: $30 per person 
Duration: 4 hrs 

 
 
CANOPY ADVENTURE 
Zip-lining between tree tops 
Anyone up for an adrenaline hit? Get on board for an exhilarating experience where you 
will swing at high speed from treetop to treetop through the dense tropical vegetation. The 
guides provide all safety equipment. Our panga will take you to Boca where you will get on 
a bus that will take you to the Canopy Park. An excellent day trip for fun-seekers and tree- 
huggers. Wear sports shoes, shorts and a t-shirt, sunscreen, a hat, and a camera. 

 
Price: $70 per person 
Duration: 5 hrs 
Includes: Transportation & Canopy adventure 

 
 
SWIM WITH WILD DOLPHINS 
Maximum emotion / Minimal Impact 
Our partners for that life-changing adventure are experienced marine biologists who 
decided to fund their research program by sharing with a handful of happy few the joy of 
interacting with wild dolphins in their natural habitat. Your guides whose work is regularly 
featured in publications such as Nat Geo, have been studying the bottle-nose dolphin and 
humpback whales behavior for over a decade. After a fascinating lecture about dolphins 
and whales lifestyles, you will get on a boat that will take you swimming with this animal 
whose intelligence fascinates all of us since childhood. Be an active conscious traveler. This 
tour not only is the time of your life, it also contributes to preserving species and raising 
people's environmental awareness. 

 
Price: $380 for a party of up to four. $95 per additional person. 
Duration: 4 hours - Available All year 
Includes: short interactive lecture + boat rides + snorkel immersions with studied group of 
dolphins + whale watching excursion during season 

 
Bring camera, swim suit, towel, sunscreen 



SEA SAFARI 
Whale watching & Eco Discovery 
Embark for a panga ride around the Bay of Banderas, the best preserve to observe 
humpback whales. Every winter, hundreds of whales swim from the North Pacific Ocean 
down to the Bay of Banderas where they find a warm haven to reproduce. The boat driver 
is informed daily about whales whereabouts by radio. He knows his way around those 
gigantic marine mammals and he will take you as close to them as possible while not 
disturbing the animal and guarding your safety at all times. It's an eye-opening encounter 
that you do not want to miss. Don't forget you swim suit and towel because the boat driver 
will also show you a secret spot to snorkel and swim. 

 
Price: $320 for a party of up to four. $80 per additional person 
Duration: 4 hrs - Available from November to March 

 
 
JOURNEY YELAPA 
A fun day trip to a local fishermen village 
This day trip starts in the morning right out of Xinalani's doors where your guide will have 
your horse ready to take you for a ride. Enjoy the outing through the little town and swim 
in the waterfall. Back on the beach, you will get on a boat that will take you snorkeling in 
beautiful hidden coves. The third part of your trip consists in exploring the remote rustic 
town of Yelapa once home to Bob Dylan and fellow Hollywood hipsters. You will love 
basking in the authentic charm of this pueblito walking about the paved streets, shopping 
for local handcrafted souvenirs. After all this excitement, as you're ready for a break, sit 
down at our partner restaurant on the beach and enjoy a traditional lunch, with your feet 
on the sand. When you're ready to go back to Xinalani, the boat will pick you up, fully 
loaded with Coronas, to make your return home, a funky experience. 

 
Price: $320 for a party of up to four. $80 per additional person. 
Duration: 5 hours 
Includes: horse-back ride + swim waterfall + snorkel excursion + Yelapa discovery + Beach 
front lunch at local restauratn + Return Boat trip with Coronas 

 
KAYAKING, SNORKELING & BOOGIE-BOARDING 
Feel free to take the kayaks out for a ride and explore the coastline around Xinalani, small 
fishermen villages, hidden pristine beaches, lost huts, it's a world to discover in a fun 
excursion that will give you an excellent core / arms / chest work-out. Don't forget to take 
a snorkel so you can take a peek at our submarine fauna. 

 
Snorkel Kit: Complimentary 
Kayak: Complimentary 
Boogie-boards: Complimentary 



SUNSET OVER THE OCEAN 
Have you ever sat on the water, watching the red sun melt into the horizon line? Hop on 
board for a beautiful panga ride. Our boat will be specially accommodated to give you a 
beautiful promenade into the landscape of your dreams. 
Don't miss this unique opportunity, bring a camera and a bottle of wine to make it a 
memorable experience. The perfect treat for two love birds or a group of friends 

 
Price: $60 per trip 
Max. 6 people on board 
Duration: 60 min around sunset, you'll be back on time for dinner 
Includes: A bottle of wine 

 
 
STAND-UP PADDLE BOARD 
Stand-up Paddleboards are gaining popularity in the outdoors leisure world for they're 
really easy and fun to use and are excellent fitness work-outs. You can take your SUP out 
surfing, the paddle makes it easier to catch waves. You can also go for a stroll on the water, 
and even practice your favorite asanas on the board, you'll quickly see why those bandas 
are really useful. 3 boards are available at Xinalani. Contact us to 
reservations@xinalaniretreat.com if you want to reserve them or if you need more 
equipment, we'll make arrangements for you 

 
Rentals* 
Xinalani has currently three 10 ft stand-up paddle boards on property. 
Duration: 2 hours 
Price: $35 
Lessons 
Duration: 2 hours 
Price: $85 (equipment rental included) 

 
 
 
SCUBA DIVING TRIP 
Discover the natural habitat of majestic giant manta rays, sea turtles and exotic tropical 
fish. The boat will come pick you up at Xinalani in the morning and take you out for two 
immersions in the south of the Bay of Banderas, haven of thousands of marine species. 

 
Days: Tuesdays & Fridays 
Price: $105 per person - min. 2 people 

 
SURFING 
You can surf nice waves during the fall and winter (november to march). The surf point is 
located 2 min away walking out of Xinalani, on your left hand side, when facing the ocean, 
beyond that big human profile rock. Wether you’re a beginner or a seasoned surfer, you 
will enjoy this beautiful sand break producing small to medium sized waves, breaking 
leftwards. If you're a total beginner, be cautious, and ask the locals for help in case of doubt 

mailto:reservations@xinalaniretreat.com


as there are a few rocks on the right hand side of the spot, when facing the beach from the 
water. They are not too dangerous because they are not in your way if you follow the wave. 
If you are a complete beginner, make sure you take a lesson, you'll be better off under the 
guidance of a pro. If you fall off your board in the rocky bottom area, make sure you do not 
step on the rocks, but swim back to your board. It may make you feel safer and more 
comfortable to wear surf booties or water shoes so you avoid any risk of feet cut. 

 
Board Rentals 
Duration: 2 hours 
Price: $35 USD 
We have the following board inventory immediately available on property: 
- four 6-footer short-boards, for intermediate and advanced surfers 
- one 7.2 feet short board 
- two 8 feet long boards 
- two 9 feet long boards 
- three 10 feet stand-up paddle boards 
Should you require a specific board size or shape, please email us at least two weeks before 
arrival so we have time to look for it with our usual providers. 

 
READ MORE INFO ABOUT SURFING AT XINALANI 

 

Surf Lessons 
Lessons are very personal and detailed experiences. Once on the beach, the instructor will 
start with a quick stretch targeting the areas of the body you will use during the lesson. 
After going over ocean conditions for the day, you will get a sand practice of basic paddle 
and stand-up techniques that will prove useful once in the water to increase your wave 
catching and cultivate a hunger for surfing. You will also learn valuable tips on how to 
conserve energy and improve stamina. After the lesson, the instructor will analyze how you 
did and share with you a few dos and don'ts to help you next time you're out surfing. 
Duration: 2 hours 
Price: $75 per person (board rental included) 

http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/surf-and-yoga-retreats.html


TEMAZCAL PREHISPANIC RITUAL 
A temazcal is a type of sweat lodge which originated in ancient Mexico with prehispanic 
indigenous people. The word temazcal comes from the Nahuatl word temazcalli (house of 
heat). In Mesoamerica it was used as part of elite warriors and athletes' routines before 
and after battles or imperial ball games. It was also used by healers to cure the sick, or to 
help women give birth. During this solemn and symbolic ceremony, a Shaman will guide 
you through the antique protocol and invoke the four elements to purify your mind, body 
and soul. 

 
Temazcal is not a spa treatment: it is an intense ritual that will challenge your body and 
train your mind for higher self-power. Xinalani recommends scheduling your group's 
temazcal at the beginning of your retreat. This initiation is the right first step to solidify 
bonds and ignite transformation. If later, you feel like exploring deeper into that practice, 
you may schedule a second ceremony, or you can use the sweat lodge just as a regular 
sauna. 

 
READ MORE ABOUT THE TEMAZCAL EXPERIENCE AT XINALANI 

 

Duration: 80 min. 
Price: $210 per ceremony for a party of up to 6 people. 
$35 per additional person. 
Capacity: Max 16 people per ceremony. 
Includes: full ritual protocol by certified shaman, all prep work, orientation and support 
before during and after practice, organic iced-tea or agua fresca, tray of fresh fruit snacks. 

 
 
 
STEAM BATHS SESSIONS AT THE TEMAZCAL 
For those who would like to enjoy the many benefits of a rustic steam bath in our Temazcal 
but don't necessary want to experience the whole ceremony, Xinalani offers to set up steam 
bath sessions upon request. 
Price: $100 for a party of up to 4. 
$20 per additional person 
Max. 16 people per session 
Duration: 60 min 
Includes: Temazcal set up. Assistance in handling heated volcanic stones 

http://www.yogaretreatsinmexico.com/2012/04/xinalani-temazcal-experience.html


XINALANI SPA & BEAUTY DELIGHTS 
 

 

 
Does Xinalani have a spa? 
Oh, yes. Traditional massage as well as special delights like Hot Stone Massage, Thai 
Massage, Reiki - plus beauty treatments of facials and manicure/pedicure are delivered by 
experienced, friendly professionals. They also have an ancient Mexican sweat lodge called 
Temazcal that is available for detoxing the body. A small group of us can enjoy that 
experience and if requested add a Shaman that provides a spiritual ritual for healing. 

Check-out the many options Xinalani's Spa has to offer: 

MASSAGES 
XINALANI SPECIAL DELIGHTS 
XINALANI SIGNATURE TREATS 
SPA BODY TREATMENTS 
BEAUTY TREATMENTS 
RUSTIC STEAM BATHS 

 

To make an appointment before your arrival please email: 
reservations@xinalaniretreat.com 

 

Please make sure your review our Spa's tips & policies. 

http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/massages.html
http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/special-delights.html
http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/signature-treats.html
http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/body-treatments.html
http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/beauty-treatments.html
http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/rustic-steam-baths.html
mailto:reservations@xinalaniretreat.com
http://www.xinalaniretreat.com/spa-tips-policies.html

